
Supremacy 541 

Chapter 541: The Wind Gales! 

In a short while, Blade Curser and Saltz Master were the first to break through the ceiling of the 

troposphere layer, followed by Felix a couple of kilometers behind them. 

Whoosh!! 

The moment they went through it, they got smacked right in the face with a sudden wind gale, throwing 

them off balance and slowing their speed down to the minimum. 

Just as they attempted to regain their balance, they got smacked from the left side with another forceful 

gale, throwing them off tens of meters off course! 

'Those gales sure aren't a joke.' Felix hugged the parachute while letting himself get played by the wind. 

In those situations, it was always better to go with the flow and wait for the final results. 

Blade Curser and Saltz Master seem like they thought the same as they had allowed themselves to be 

taken by the gales as well. 

When the rest of the players reached the troposphere layer, they were also subjected to the same 

treatment, allowing Felix and those in front to keep their lead steady. 

However, after 30 seconds of being played like a toy by the forceful gales, Felix had realized that this 

might take a long while. 

He couldn't count on his luck to remain in front forever since the gales were hitting them randomly. 

Who knows if someone would be sent downward by a sudden gale while they get lifted up? 

'Since those gales keep coming forever, it only means that this area was meant for this obstacle.' Felix 

reasoned, 'If the gales were hitting us once in a while then it would be guessed that the obstacle was 

meant to be in the entire troposphere course. So, I need to find a way out before others realize it.' 

Felix didn't know exactly if the area span for a kilometer or five kilometers. But, he already started 

thinking of a method that could resist the gales and help him continue going down at his fastest speed. 

After a few moments, Felix realized that he had only one method to help him out! 

'Shit, it's going to be expensive but I will finally be able to fly at almost the same height as Saltz Master.' 

Without a split second of hesitation, Felix snapped his finger while calling in his mind, 'Size 

Manipulation, x18!' 

Immediately after, Felix's body began growing rapidly while his anti-chill suit kept expanding with him. 

Felix always wore clothes like those due to this ability since he didn't want to rip them out like the Hulk 

every time. 

"Holy, when did Landlord get himself bigger than a freaking whale?!" Kayn's eyes bulged out of their 

sockets immediately after he glanced at Felix's small screen and saw his current behemoth size. 



He was commentating on a fight ongoing at the end of the pack before. But after spotting Felix's 

mindboggling situation, he immediately swapped the camera focused on Felix. 

"IT'S A BLUE WHALE FLYIN...Oh, it's just Landlor...LANDLORD?!" 

"Chillax, have you never seen his previous games? This is nothing." 

"Can his abilities get any weirder?!" 

The viewers' reaction was split between those who were familiar with Felix's abilities and those who 

weren't. 

It was natural that the viewers who never size manipulation would react like that since Felix's size was 

currently 18 times that of the other players! 

In comparison, Blade Curser and Saltz Master appeared like two ants who were about to get crashed by 

an elephant! 

That's because Felix's plan worked as the weight he had gotten made it impossible for those gales to 

push him as they please! 

This helped him bridge the gap greatly between him and those two since they had yet to make a move 

and save themselves from the gales! 

'F*ck mee!' Blade Curser didn't hesitate to cover himself in a sphere made out of hard clay for 

protection against Felix. 

But, by doing so, the gales actually stopped working on him as well! This allowed him to continue 

dropping at his fastest speed again! 

'Chance!' Saltz Master instantly extended his palm towards Blade Curser's clay sphere and cast a 

humanoid shadow on it! 

Then, he closed his eyes and when he opened them, he was connected with clay's sphere! 

He knew that he could have totally done the same with Felix's humongous body but he wasn't stupid to 

repeat Blood Merchant's mistake. 

Saltz Master understood that being so close to Felix was the true meaning of asking to get killed! 

After all, he would just need to use the electric field and Saltz Master would most definitely feel the 

electricity charging through every particle of his body even if he morphed into a living shadow. 

Previously, Felix's golden beams were damaging him but since the beams were thin, he was easily able 

to stomach the pain and recover from it. But it's different for the electric field! 

However, he might have managed to evade Felix but it didn't mean that he could hitchhike Blade Curser 

freely. 

"Clay Spikes!" Blade Curser shouted as he folded his hands inside the protective sphere. Since he was an 

Earth Elementalist, he was able to sense Saltz Master's existence easily. 

Whoosh Whoosh!... 



Hundred of pointy sharp spikes had protruded from the surface of the sphere, turning it into a spiky ball 

immediately! 

Saltz Master immediately detached himself from the sphere after realizing that it was impossible to 

evade all of them. 

However, he didn't plan on retreating without putting a decent fight as he had turned his arm into a thin 

sharp dark blade and tried to slice the clay sphere into two! 

PENG!! 

Alas, his attacks ended up in failure as his arm didn't manage to go through even the outer layer of the 

sphere! 

Whoosh! 

In a quick fashion, Saltz Master turned himself into a living shadow and let the wind do its job by taking 

him away from Blade Curser. 

"Saltz Master sure is extraordinary in ambushes against targets with weaker defenses, but against Earth 

Elementalists? He is as hopeless as Sensation was against him!" Kayn commentated. 

Felix didn't avoid aiming at Blade Curser for no reason. 

He knew that his defenses were going to be a pain in the ass and simply a waste of his energy. 

By taking him down, he would be doing a favor to Saltz Master who was clearly countered by Blade 

Curser. 

Whoosh! 

'I am finally out.' Felix thought while feeling that the wind trajectory wasn't as random as before. 

He immediately shrunk himself back to normal and returned to his nose-diving posture. His fast decision 

from before had helped him bridge the gap to only two kilometers! 

'I need to get closer if I want my abilities to cause trouble to them inside the thunderstorm.' 

Felix narrowed his eyes at Saltz Master's body that got reconstructed tens of meters away from Blade 

Curser. 

Both of them returned to their normal state without pulling anything funny again. Felix ignored them for 

now and eyed the gloomy thunderstorm that was in their plain of sight. 

If he had to guess, he would say that they were only 3 kilometers above it! 

But due to the previous wind gales, they had already lost most of their velocity from jumping out of 

space. 

This entailed that their speed was currently the same as a normal skydiver. Still, landing with their 

current velocity was going to get any of them killed. 



Felix believed that the gales were introduced like that so the players wouldn't reach the ground so fast, 

ruining the final layer for the viewers. 

RUMBLE!! RUMBLE!! 

Now that they were outside of the gales' zone, they were able to focus on the thunderstrikes that were 

loud enough it would make a kid piss himself in fright. 

The players were needed to go through it without dying! 

"If Krialder wasn't eliminated, he would have been as delighted as Landlord." Kayn said while zooming 

the camera on Felix's wide grin. 

"That's his shameless grin alright." George laughed slightly. 

"Hehe, brother Felix must be planning to pull something bad in the thunderstorm." Olivia chortled in 

pleasure. 

She sure had come a long way to actually openly support Felix and his attempts to kill other players. 

The old pure Olivia wouldn't even open her eyes during it! 

Meanwhile, Felix's thoughts were completely on his upcoming plan in the thunderstorm. He had gone 

through a lot of shit to finally reach the only advantageous area in the game. 

The plans he created in the practice run based on his lightning abilities would sure make any player 

dread entering the same thunderstorm as him. 

'Two kilometers difference. Let's enjoy our time thoroughly ladies.' Felix licked his lips as he eyed Saltz 

Master and Blade Curser who reached the edges of the thunderstorm. 

Meanwhile, Erebus couldn't help but have a bad feeling after seeing Lady Sphinx and J?rmungandr faint 

confident smiles. 

'Inherited Thor's abilities...' Erebus frowned his eyebrows as he pondered, 'What could have possibly 

unlocked in his other passives and actives...' 

It wasn't just him who noticed that Felix had yet to use at least three passives and two active abilities in 

his battles. 

If he reached this far without them, Erebus didn't know if he simply was keeping them as tramp cards or 

they were simply too useless in these situations. 

He was about to find out now... 

Chapter 542: The Thunderstorm! 

'It's time to go all out.' Saltz Master thought with a serious expression while gazing at the grey clouds 

below him, 'He is going to have his strength at least doubled in his favorite environment. I need to focus 

on survival first then aim at his back.' 

Whoosh!! 



Immediately after making his mind, Saltz Master snapped his finger, turning himself into a shadowy 

cloud. 

Before anyone could figure out what he was doing, they were left speechless by the sight of tens of 

versions of himself emerging by batches! 

By the time he went through the thunderstorm, there were at least 70 versions of himself doing the 

same! 

They had all split up at random as they went through the thunderstorm! 

Meanwhile, Blood Curser seemed to have the same thought as Saltz Master as he had created a fortress 

of brown clay around him! 

'Didn't expect any less.' Felix smirked faintly at their defensive attempts, feeling only slightly annoyed by 

Saltz Master's method. 

He knew that it might affect his plan slightly. 

RUMBLE RUMBLE!!! 

Felix stopped thinking about those matters and dove inside the thunderstorm, chasing right behind 

Blade Curser. 

The insides of the thunderstorm were damp and dark. 

However, there were some flashes of light happening at random throughout the thunderclouds 

brightening the area for split seconds. They were always followed by the deafening noise of thunder. 

Crack!! 

Out of nowhere, Felix got struck on his back by a lightning bolt, scaring the shit of Olivia and his 

grandfather. 

Before they could start to worry about his condition, Felix got struck with another thick white bolt that 

was big enough it covered Felix's entire body! 

Then! Another and another! They kept striking only him totally ignoring Blade Curser and tens of decoys 

of Saltz Master! 

"Why does it seem like the heavens want to obliterate his existence?" Sylvia said speechlessly. 

"He is finally being punished for his shamelessness and asshole attitude." Olivia murmured absent-

mindedly. 

George and the rest didn't know what comment after hearing the reason...But somehow, they felt that 

it could be right. 

"Is his parachute going to be fine?" Leo wondered, "It should have gotten burnt by now." 

Kenny shook his head and clarified, "I have watched previous games with the same design and all of 

them had parachutes that were resistant to environmental hazards so as the owner's own abilities. They 

could only get damaged from other players' attacks." 



"Yes, it was done like this to give the players a sense of mind when they use their abilities or travel 

through a hazardous environment." Sylvia supported. 

Just as Felix's fans were planning on bashing the game for being biased and focusing only on him, they 

were shocked to find out that the lightning had suddenly stopped targetting him, leaving them to bask in 

the newest look of Felix! 

He appeared like the god of thunder as golden lightning tongues kept being emitted from every inch of 

his body! 

His hair was already stiffened while electrical charges kept coursing through every strand. Meanwhile, 

his skin was bright, his white pupil had gone almost unnoticed by the camera! 

"Why is the lightning gold? Is that a new ability of his?" Kayn wondered what was on everyone's minds. 

Alas, no one managed to figure out what ability Felix was utilizing. Most of them assumed that it was his 

4th active ability but in reality, Felix's current condition was caused by a merged effort of two passives! 

"Supercharge* and *Lightning Attraction*! 

He unlocked Supercharge after he reached 45% in his integration. 

This passive allowed him to not only absorb lightning at a faster speed but actually empower all of his 

abilities with the absorbed lightning instead of his lightning energy! 

He never was able to do it with only his mutation since he didn't possess lightning manipulation. 

But with this passive? He was fully able to take advantage of it! 

Meanwhile, Lightning Attraction was the newest passive that he unlocked at 75% integration. It was the 

reason Felix had been struck tens of times by lightning bolts! 

Without it, he would have been struck once or twice on average just like Blade Curser's fortress that was 

under those bolts attacks. 

Meanwhile, three of Saltz Master's decoys had exploded in this duration. 

The reason why the lightning wasn't killing them left and right was due to the game's modification. 

It was done like this so the players wouldn't get killed left and right the moment they go through the 

thunderstorm even though they had their shields up. 

Szlzlzlzzlz! 

Not planning on wasting his time, Felix activated his electrical pull ability on his right arm and pointed it 

at the clay Fortress. 

Abruptly, a thick purplish lightning arc had emerged from palm and instantly crossed the two kilometers 

between him and the clay fortress! 

This wouldn't have been possible without supercharging passive that empowers his abilities! 

Szlzlzlz! 



The moment he felt that it was connected properly, Felix grinned faintly and pulled himself rapidly 

towards the clay fortress! 

THUD!! 

Taking advantage of the momentum, Felix had enlarged his supercharged arm and smashed it at the 

surface of the clay! 

Shatter!! 

The clay's surface immediately shattered into large fragments, exposing another clay sphere in the 

center! 

The f*cker had double shields on himself! 

All of this was happening at the speed of sound due to Felix's lightning-quick reflexes, making it 

impossible for Blade Curser to react fast enough and counterattack! 

'Let's see how your turtle's shell will fare against this.' Felix smirked slightly and enlarged himself to 40 

meters, appearing like a giant standing on a small boulder. 

Then? He activated his electrical field! 

SLZLZLZLZLZ!!! 

Just like a gigantic flash bomb had been released, Felix's body had exploded into blinding light as the 

billions of golden lightning arcs had been released at once! 

They crossed half a kilometer in radius instantly, turning the dark gloomy thundercloud brighter than 

the sky outside of it! 

"What's in god's name is that?" Wild's Breath murmured in a daze as he fell gradually towards the 

thunderstorm with the biggest pack of players. 

All of them thought at first that it was a massive lightning bolt striking suddenly. 

However, seeing that the light continued existing for a few seconds while the thunder was nowhere to 

be heard, they instantly recognized that it was a player's doing! 

LANDLORD! 

All of them thought of it at the same time since he was the only one left with such flamboyant abilities in 

the front pack! 

'What's going on in there...I am getting chills just by seeing such a massive area brightened up.' Wild's 

Breath gulped a mouthful while trying his best to slow himself even further. 

If Kayn and the viewers weren't currently stunned, they would have praised his intuition. 

However, their eyes were fully attracted to the image of Felix's golden body shining akin to a star above 

the crumbling fortress of Blade Curser. 

Poof Poof Poof!... 



Since the impact area was massive, Saltz Master's decoys kept exploding one by one after getting 

touched by the golden electrical arcs. 

'What is this!! How can he still have so much energy within him to use this large-sized attack?!' 

Saltz Master's composure was utterly ruined as he kept sensing his decoys getting destroyed easily like a 

bunch of cockroaches. 

He could feel that the number was dropping rapidly and if this kept going, it wouldn't be long before he 

would be left with only a clone or two! 

'Thank god, I slowed myself to the limit.' Saltz Master wiped his sweaty forehead while sky diving two 

kilometers above Felix! 

He was planning on mingling with his decoys and sneak up to Felix by slowing his speed. 

He thought that Felix wouldn't target him since he wouldn't bother to consider that Saltz Master would 

slow himself in such a critical moment. 

Yet, what happened after was beyond Saltz Master's planning as he didn't expect that Felix would 

actually pull himself towards Blade Curser! 

By doing so, they ended up changing positions! 

At first Saltz Master was annoyed by this since he thought that two kilometers were a big gap to have. 

But now? He couldn't stop thanking his lucky stars since the attack didn't manage to reach him! 

'He is too dangerous in this thunderstorm, too dangerous.'? Saltz Master took a deep breath to calm 

himself and planned, 'Blade Curser must have definitely perished after he was struck by that attack so 

close by. Since I am going to lose all of my decoys in the thunderstorm, Landlord will most likely assume 

that I got killed by his attack as well.' 

'But, he still has his vision abilities, he will most definitely spot me.' Saltz Master glanced at Serenity and 

Waterloo that were above him and thought, 'I can only use that strategy.' 

'If I played this right, I can absolutely get him killed.' Saltz Master smiled coldly while narrowing his eyes 

at the brightened area that was dimming slowly. 

A second later, the thundercloud had returned to its original state...However, the situation inside was 

entirely different than before as Felix was the only one remaining at the front. 

The clay fortress and Blade Curser didn't have a single option besides turning into dust after 

experiencing trillions of volts coursing through them! 

This kind of super attack was supposed to be reserved for mother nature and powerful beings. Yet, Felix 

had just unleashed one while still at peak 2nd stage of replacement. 

Olivia and the rest of the human viewers could only stare at him with open jaws, feeling like everything 

they knew about their cultivation system had been flipped upside down! 



If a 2nd stage bloodliner like him could already unleash an attack that was even stronger than Origin 

Bloodliners then were they fake bloodliners? 

This thought couldn't help but course through the minds of every bloodliner watching the stream! 

Chapter 543: The Thunderstorm II 

Whooahhhh!!!! 

A second later, the stadium exploded into a hysterical hubbub as the viewers from sorts of races were 

shaking each other's clothes while pointing their trembling fingers at the latest image of Felix. 

He was emerging from the thunderstorm with shimmering golden lightning that was coursing through 

his entire body. 

He had a calm expression as he kept looking behind him, clearly surveying for any survivors from his 

mega strike. 

Soon, he spotted one red aura being a couple of kilometers above him. Felix frowned his eyebrows as he 

realized that the shape of the aura belonged to Waterloo. 

As for Serenity and Saltz Master? They were nowhere to be seen. 

'Did he really die?' Felix knew that it would be extremely difficult for Saltz Master to survive the strike if 

he got directly hit by it. So, it was to be expected that he would be gone. 

But, he still had a feeling that Saltz Master would be able to find a method to survive the strike. 

However, he looked and looked again, yet only Waterloo's aura greeted his eyes 

He didn't give a shit that Serenity had died during the Thunderstorm as he knew that one lightning bolt 

striking at the perfect time was enough to kill a player without strong defenses. 

Serenity's physical defenses were not worth mentioning. 

To make sure that she truly died, Felix activated his x-ray vision and saw her skeleton flailing randomly 

while falling downward. 

Felix ignored her corpse and Saltz Master for now and focused on the players that were just about to 

enter the thunderstorm. 

He could see that only 10 players were left behind. Some of them had their parachutes on them while 

some were trying their best to secure one from the others. 

Felix didn't bother himself with them anymore as they weren't considered as a threat to him with such a 

gap between them. 

Felix soon focused on trying to get to the ground as fast as possible unbeknownst that Saltz Master was 

the one who ambushed Serenity inside the thunderstorm, killing her instantly! 

He did so to cast a shadow on her corpse and hide within it! 

As long as he was inside a shadow, he couldn't be seen by any kinds of visions since he makes sure to 

separate the shadow from the outside world. 



It was like creating a tiny separated shadow realm just for himself! 

'Good, it doesn't seem like he has figured it out.' Saltz Master spoke in his mind, 'The first step is 

concluded, now I just need to wait for the perfect opportunity to ambush him with everything I got.' 

'Though, I have only 28 seconds before the corpse gets removed by the Queen, ruining my plans. I must 

make a move before it!' 

The moment that thought crossed his mind, the corpse had exited the thunderstorm, showing everyone 

that her body was scorched black! 

When Felix turned around and inspected it closely, he didn't find any other wounds on her besides the 

burnt marks of the lightning bolts. 

He wasn't a retard to not guess that Saltz Master was using the same strategy that killed Sensation. 

However, no matter how much he peered into her body, he couldn't spot a shadow. 

'Damn it, her entire corpse is pitch-black, it's impossible to know if Saltz Master had cast a shadow on 

her or not.' Felix grumbled in his mind and decided, 'It's best I keep an eye on it before it disappear...' 

Caca! Caca!... 

Out of nowhere, Felix's monologue was interrupted by noisy bird sounds coming from the east. 

When he looked to the side, he was startled by the sight of a massive flock of white birds covering the 

entire sky! 

They weren't aiming at him but one kilometer below him, making him realize that by the time he 

reaches that area, he would collide with them! 

This flock wasn't just aiming at him but also at Waterloo above him. There must be another flock 

prepared when the players emerge from the thunderstorm. 

'A chance!!' 

Meanwhile, Saltz Master got siked immediately after seeing the flock. 

He understood that he had received the perfect opportunity to make his move and he wasn't planning 

on chocking right now and here! 

"The 3rd and last obstacle is here! Birds Attacks!" Kayn mentioned in excitement, "Most of the birds 

would leave after the collision but some of them would stay to annoy the players ceaselessly until they 

get rid of them! 

Szzlzlzlz! 

The moment Kayn finished his commentary, Felix was seen on the screen activating his electric field, 

clearly planning on frying any bird that gets near him. 

Alas, his attempt helped him go through the first wave of birds but they simply kept coming and coming 

at him until a few of them managed to penetrate the electric field by sheer numbers! 

'hahaha, poke him in the eyes! That's it cuties! In the eyes!' 



Meanwhile, Asna was having a field trip while watching Felix getting harassed by the birds. Their pokes 

did absolutely no harm to him but it was beyond an annoying experience. 

While he was busy swimming in that sea of birds, a shadow was creeping up on him rapidly! 

It was traveling from a bird to another, completely being ignored by the birds! 

Unlike Felix, Kayn and the viewers easily spotted it since it was shining brightly. Kayn did so to not lose 

out on Saltz Master's location. 

"Landlord is in a grave danger!" Kayn focused the camera on the creeping black shadow and proclaimed, 

"It doesn't seem like Landlord had noticed him! With the birds distracting him, Saltz Master truly had a 

perfect chance of slaying Landlord!" 

Olivia, Robert, and all of Felix's close friends started showing signs of worry after hearing Kayn's 

commentary. 

They could see that Felix was indeed wasn't paying attention to his surroundings. 

Remembering how Sensation had been dealt with, made them understand that Felix's situation was 

beyond grim! 

All Saltz Master needed was to get closer to Felix and encase him inside that shadow sphere. Then, 

separate his body parts like Sensation! 

However, seeing that the electrical field was still active made them believe that Saltz Master wouldn't 

dare approach Felix like that. 

"He is about to reach him! This is it!" Kayn widened his eyes at the screen without speaking any further, 

knowing that the ambush could start and end in a split second. 

Just as he expected, Saltz Master had emerged above a bird exactly outside of Felix's electrical field and 

created a giant dark hard sword! 

He was also able to harden the dark matter that creates his shadows. Though, it would consume a hefty 

amount of energy to make it happen! 

That's because shadows weren't meant to be solid, making it extra difficult to achieve it than other 

elements! 

Knowing that his energy was being drained significantly, Saltz Master swung the sword instantaneously, 

slicing tens of birds in his path and reaching Felix's chest in a split second! 

'He truly didn't die.' Felix smirked faintly as he looked at the sword that was half a meter away from his 

chest. 

It was moving extremely slowly in his eyes as he had been always prepared to enter his supersonic mode 

at any moment! 

He wasn't a fool to drop his guard at such a critical moment. 



As he glanced at the drops of blood flying everywhere, Felix swiftly changed his posture by leaning 

backward. This allowed him to get outside of the sword's trajectory. 

The moment the sword went behind him, Felix had turned his head and stared right through Saltz 

Master's pupilless eyes. 

'Bye bye.' He said in mind while activating Thor's Ordnance. He was still left with two more nails that he 

saved up just for Saltz Master. 

Szlzlzlzlz! 

The moment he fired, Felix's turned off his supersonic mode, allowing his eyes to process the world at 

its normal speed. 

This allowed him to see that the golden beam had gone through Saltz Master's chest. 

Just as he wanted to smile, his expression stiffened after seeing that Saltz Master had exploded into a 

cloud of dark matter! 

'Impossible, his reflexes can't be that fast when the distance between us is barely 6 meters!!' 

Felix exclaimed in his mind, a bit shaken that Saltz Master actually had managed to turn into a living 

shadow at such a perfect counterattack! 

No matter how he tried to comprehend it, he found it absurd! 

He could understand dodging the golden beam when the distance was a couple of kilometers between 

them but he simply couldn't fathom how Saltz Master did it in less than 10 meters! 

'Maybe it's a decoy...' 

Just as an outrageous idea emerged on his mind, Felix felt a chilling gaze on his back. 

When he glanced back, he saw Saltz Master's head emerge from the tip of the dark sword that was 

about to make half a swing! 

Felix instantly entered supersonic mode again, wanting to give himself time to dodge whatever was 

about to come at him! 

However, he ended up weirded out by the sight of a victorious smirk slowly emerging on Saltz Master's 

face. 

What creeped him out even more was that Saltz Master's head was slowing submerging back inside the 

dark sword. 

It's like he did all of this just glance at Felix. 

'What did he...' 

Before Felix could try to understand what this was all about, he felt that he had lost a tiny bit of weight 

in his stomach. When he glanced down, he got the shock of his life. 

THE PARACHUTE HAD DISAPPEARED!!! 



Chapter 544: God of Thunder! 

'MOTHERF*CKER!!!' Felix cursed loudly with bloodshot eyes after realizing that he had been fooled! 

The entire ambush sequence had flashed right before his eyes, making him understand that Saltz Master 

was never planning on slaying him...But stealing his parachute! 

He didn't know that it was sent to the Shadow Realm but he knew that it was gone! 

He couldn't feel its presence at all like it had teleported to another place! 

Knowing that he would be in big trouble if he didn't have his parachute, Felix swiftly made the desicion 

to kill Saltz Master. 

He understood that the moment he dies, whatever ability that he used would deactivate on its own and 

bring back his parachute! 

However, when he looked around in his supersonic mode, he didn't manage to spot Saltz Master. The 

birds flocking over him weren't making his search any easier as they kept blocking his vision. 

'F*ck!! He could be connected to any bird inside this flock!' Felix cursed at the notion that Saltz Master 

might actually walk out of this alive. 

He knew that it was going to be impossible for him to spot him if he remained connected to a bird as a 

shadow. 

'If I can't find you, then I will destroy everything at once!' 

Immediately after he called, he deactivated his supersonic mode since he wanted to save the remaining 

lightning for later. 

"Saltz Master had outsmarted Landlord with his fine play!" Kayn commentated with a thrilled 

expression, "Without a parachute, Landlord is doomed to have his entire body plastered against the 

ground...Ueh? Why is he raising his arms?" 

The viewers who were clamoring out loud quieted down immediately after noticing blue sparkles 

started to get emitted from Felix's eyes while both of his arms were extending into the thundercloud. 

Just as they began wondering about his posture, Felix shouted in fury, "LIGHTNING CALL!!" 

RUMBLE RUMBLE!!! 

Nothing had emerged from his arms. However, the thundercloud had responded to his shout with two 

deafening thunderclaps! 

'Uhmm?' Saltz Master who was traveling from a bird to another away from Felix, couldn't help but have 

one eye emerge outside of the shadow and inspect the abrupt loud thundercloud. 

He understood that he was almost one kilometer below it and the normal thundercloud shouldn't have 

resounded as loudly as this one. 

Alas, he should have kept his curiosity to himself as the moment he looked at the thundercloud, he got 

the fright of his life. 



The thundercloud was revolving on its axis, creating a humongous hole that was showing lightning bolts 

going absolutely berserk! 

The poor players within didn't know what hit them as the number of lightning bolts striking them had 

increased from two or three to tens of bolts, striking continuously! 

Some of them had their shields completely overwhelmed after the fifth bolt, making them eat the rest 

directly on their skin! 

They couldn't even cry out as the electricity had utterly paralyzed them! When that happened, their 

death was a foregone conclusion! 

Whoosh Whoosh! 

Saltz Master could only stare with a widened eye at the falling scorched black corpses of players, 

appearing like it was raining bodies. 

The sight had shaken the viewers to the core as well, silencing them all at once. 

What they didn't know was that all of this was merely a byproduct of the preparation for Felix's 3rd 

active ability *Lightning Call*! 

RUMBLE RUMBLE! 

'Oh no! I need to leave this area!!' 

It seemed like Saltz Master had figured it out after seeing hundreds of lightning bolts gathering at the 

center of the revolving thundercloud, creating some sort of a lightning grid! 

Alas, by the time he realized it, the preparation was already concluded...What followed after was a 

massive lightning bolt that traveled from the center of the thundercloud and ended when it touched 

Felix. 

RUUMBLE!! 

Then? It disappeared, leaving behind it a booming noise and the ashes of every being that was caught in 

its path or strike radius! 

The flock of birds, the player's corpses, Waterloo, and lastly Saltz Master who ended up receiving the 

same fate as the bird he was connected into. 

Absolute Annihilation! 

After the thundering noise echoed away, only Felix and a few scared shitless players were left in the 

game. 

Wild's Breath was one of them as he had emerged outside of the thundercloud with multiple wounds 

but still alive due to shapeshifting into a beast with high resistance to lightning. 

'Monster, I was allying with a f*cking monster'. Wild's Breath felt his fur stand up at the sight of Felix's 

cold glance that was aimed at everyone above him. 



With the electrical charges coursing throughout his entire body, that look was enough to spook the 

surviving players. 

All of them decided to slow their speed to keep their distance from Felix until they figure the situation 

out. 

Meanwhile, Kayn and the viewers could only open their mouths then close them again, not knowing 

how to react or comment at such a display of godly power! 

Every time Felix showed an ability, they think that it was his strongest attack...But, the bastard keeps 

pulling one after another like they were a bunch of candies. 

At this point? They were honestly too numb to react, unlike Felix's fans who started a new chant, 

shouting it at the top of their dried voices! 

"GOD OF THUNDER!"...."GOD OF THUNDER!"..."GOD OF THUNDER!"... 

Their noise engulfed the entire stadium without any other club daring to open their mouths and support 

their idols... 

How could they when Felix ended up slaying 7 players in the thunderstorm and two more outside of it 

with one f*cking ability?! 

Only three players remained in the entire game and they were scared shitless to approach Felix! 

"You hear that?" Lady Sphinx smiled faintly at Erebus whose hands were tightened on the armchair, 

clearly expressing his anger and frustration at the unexpected death of his champion. 

He was beyond satisfied by his champion's performance as he had outsmarted both Sensation and Felix 

with his ingenious plans. 

When Erebus saw how he managed to transport Felix's parachute into the shadow realm, he was 

already preparing himself to drink champagne of victory. 

Alas, he didn't account that Felix had unlocked lightning call, one of the most destructive abilities in 

Thor's Arsenal! 

"I got to admit that your boy's abilities aren't too shabby." Erebus unsealed his fists and said casually, 

"He might have killed my champion and won you the bet, but he is still going to die." 

Lady Sphinx and J?rmungandr knew that he was talking about Felix's parachute that was transported 

into the shadow realm. 

Unlike Felix who expected that his parachute would be returned in the same state, they already knew 

that his parachute was a goner the moment Saltz Master died. 

That's because objects transported into the shadow realm would be subjected to the laws of that realm. 

They weren't friendly in the slightest to anything that wasn't a shadow or had a tremendous affinity to 

the element. 



Saltz Master didn't have to worry about his parachute getting ruined inside since he was protecting it 

continuously from the moment he transported it. 

But now? Both parachutes had been propelled to the outside world in an unrecoverable state, making 

Felix recognize his crappy situation. 

Felix's fans who were cheering at the top of their voices while using multiple gadgets managed to notice 

that Felix was currently diving without a parachute. 

"Dear god!" 

"Oh no!!" 

"What the hell happened to his parachute!!" 

Their excitement died down immediately as a wave of horror took over their minds. 

Leader Emma almost fainted on the spot as she realized that Felix didn't possess a single ability that 

could help him avoid the collision!! 

Not one!! 

"There are only 2 kilometers left before Landlord reaches the ground!" Kayn shouted, "He has no 

parachute or ability to save him from the crash! The players above him have noticed his current dreadful 

situation and they are doing everything they can to avoid getting closer to him!" 

"They are his only hope and they weren't planning to give him a chance of recovery!" Kayn pointed at 

Wild's Breath and said, "Even his ally is keeping his distance!" 

Meanwhile, the celebrating earthling team had already fallen into a deathly silence as only gulping 

noises were resounding in the area. 

All of them were remaining still in their places while staring without a blink at Felix who kept falling 

down at his slowest speed possible. 

"Is, is, brother Felix gonna be alright?" Olivia stuttered. 

George and the rest glanced in her direction and shook their heads slightly. 

They wanted to lie and ensure that Felix was going to create a miracle and survive the fall, but they 

simply couldn't find out a way. 

Felix had poison and lighting element abilities. From the arsenal that he showed, they believed that his 

chances of survival were extremely grim. 

In their eyes, his only hope to survive the fall was by using the anti-gravitational blue sand and surf on it 

right before he collides with the ground. 

That would be enough to reset his velocity from 10 km fall to merely 50 or 20 meters depending on him. 

However, seeing that he didn't use them in his previous game or this one made them understand that 

Felix had already replaced them with lightning abilities. 



He didn't possess sand manipulation to create them as well. 

'Please, please, please be safe.' Olivia prayed with her hands folded and a tearful eyes after figuring out 

that his situation was beyond hopeless! 

Chapter 545: God of Thunder! II 

Right now, Felix was digging through his mind for answers while activating supersonic mode to give 

himself more time to think. 

In those few seconds, he had already eliminated a couple of methods that could help avoid having his 

face splattered in the ground. 

The first one was slowing himself as much as possible and wait until the other players open up their 

parachutes, then use his empowered electrical pull to hitchhike the ride with them. 

However, he eliminated it because he didn't know if the parachute would account for both of their 

weights. Plus, who knows if the empowered electricity wouldn't burn the parachute? 

It was too risky and if he failed, he wouldn't have any more chances since he would be too close to the 

ground. 

The second solution was simply giving up on the game by using the surrender coupon. The Queen would 

teleport him outside of the game safely. 

Since he had a tier lose exempt coupon plus winning streak saver coupon, he could exit the game 

without losing any progress. 

In addition, he had already eliminated Saltz Master which meant the treasures were secured even if he 

lost the game. 

So, this was actually the best and safest option to take. Yet, Felix still eliminated it since he firmly 

believed that one shouldn't give up until he completely used up all his options! 

'I just need to find a way to reset my velocity and I will not require a parachute to land.' Felix 

contemplated deeply, 'What do I possess that could help me achieve that?' 

Felix began thinking of every ability that he possessed plus their combination, wanting to seek out a 

possible way to reset his velocity. 

After spending a couple of seconds eliminating some combinations, his eyes suddenly brightened up 

after coming up with a combination that had a high chance of success! 

'If I went for it, it's going to be hella risky and painful even if I succeed.' Felix took a deep breath and 

nodded to himself, 'I can handle pain, it just needs to succeed!' 

Felix wasn't worried about dying if he failed since he could always utilize the surrender coupon at the 

last second! 

Whoosh!! 



"What's going on here?" Kayn exclaimed in shock after seeing Felix suddenly change his posture to nose-

diving, increasing his speed by tenfolds! 

This shocked everyone as they didn't expect that Felix would be hastening his death on his own! 

"DIE YOU BASTARD!! YOU KILLED MY IDOL!" 

"I can't wait to see his blood splashing all over the place!" 

"Hopefully, he doesn't have a surrender coupon." 

Most spectators kept booing and screaming hateful comments at Felix due to him massacring more than 

50% of the participation list by himself. 

Meanwhile, his fans and family members kept shouting in support, knowing that Felix never makes a 

move without having a plan behind it! 

2km....1km....500meters...200meters...100meters! 

Everyone quieted down after seeing Felix reach such a height without doing anything to save himself. 

However, the moment Felix 10 meters, the viewers were startled by the sudden emergence of a massive 

golden beam from his extended hand! 

The golden beam was the biggest one that Felix had ever created in this game as it was empowered by 

his passive supercharge that used his stored lightning as a resource! 

He had plenty of it due to being struck before by his ability lightning call! 

BOOOOOMM!! 

Before the viewers could comprehend its emergence, the golden beam had smashed on the surface of 

the ground, shattering some of it but not managing to penetrate even two meters deep! 

That resulted in creating a counterforce that reached Felix's extended arm and sent it through his entire 

body, breaking most of his bones in the process! 

Yet, Felix didn't care about such pain as he was too joyful by the fact that his body was suspended 10 

meters above ground!! 

His velocity had been successfully restored back to zero!! The 10km momentum that would have killed 

him had been dealt with properly! 

"HE ACTUALLY DID IT!" Kayn shouted in shock. 

The moment the golden beam had disappeared, Felix ended up dropping from 10 meters into the 

ground, landing on his back! 

Thuuud!! Arghgh!!! 

Although it was merely 10 meters fall, the damage caused had been amplified by 500%! That made Felix 

feel the same pain as falling from 50 meters! 



With his already broken bones, the pain he felt during the contact would make anyone ask for a quick 

release! 

But with Felix's abnormal pain tolerance, he merely squealed in his mind like a pig about to get 

butchered, making Asna close her ears in annoyance. 

The sad part, he was almost completely dried up, not having enough energy to heal himself quickly and 

relieve his pain. 

While he was wincing without having the capacity to move a single finger, Kayn and the viewers were 

left staring at him with widened eyes, not daring to believe that he was actually still breathing! 

The haters were silenced while his fans were left trembling in their places with reddened cheeks and 

gleaming eyes. 

They were feeling an urge to worship Felix after he ended up not disappointing them just like in his 

previous games! 

Although he appeared like a broken doll on the screen with his ripped clothes and bone protruding from 

wide-open wounds, in their eyes, he appeared a hundred times grander than the players above him with 

their parachutes fully open! 

Those players were also taken back by the sudden change in the situation as they had expected that the 

game would be a threeway battle against themselves after Felix end up dying or quitting. 

But now? They could only look at each other with hopeless expressions as they glided slowly to the 

ground. 

'Well played Landlord, truly well played. It was an honor to ally with you.' Wild's Breath sent a 

compliment to Felix through the Queen. 

Alas, Felix didn't even hear it properly as he was fully focused on when the game would end to relieve 

him out of his misery! 

]Congratulation to the Champion Landlord for being the first player to touch the ground![ 

Thankfully, after Kayn failed to voice the announcement, the Queen took out on herself to conclude the 

game. 

Immediately after her announcement resounded in the game world, Felix and the rest had been healed 

back to peak shape and teleported to the stadium. 

"GOD OF THUNDER!"...."GOD OF THUNDER!!"..."GOD OF THUNDER!" 

The moment Felix opened up his eyes, he found himself basking under a harmonized chant that 

thundered throughout the entire stadium. 

The remaining three players smiled bitterly and lowered their heads in defeat, not daring to even wave 

their hands at their silent fans. 

Felix's fans had turned the stadium into their own property! This rarely happened in the UISG since most 

bloodliners usually were an add-on with the lowest chances of performing spectacularly. 



Kayn didn't let Felix's fans steal the light from him as he had immediately jumped from his lotus flower 

and shouted while midair, "LADIES AND GENTLEMEN! PLEASE GIVE YOUR LOUDEST APPLAUSE TO YOUR 

CHAMPION!" 

Whoah!!! Clap clap...!! 

Although most viewers hated Felix's guts for killing their idol, they still gave him a simple round of 

applause for the entertainment he provided. 

Some of them even started having thought of turning his fan after watching both of his performances in 

those two games! 

Other races joining a human Fanclub! Leader Emma would definitely be over the moon! 

While Felix was waving his hand at his fans with a faint smile affixed on his handsome face, Erebus and 

J?rmungandr were currently shaking hands. 

"I got to admit, it was an entertaining spectatorship." Erebus laughed as he let go of J?rmungandr's 

hand. 

"Couldn't agree more." J?rmungandr smiled, "Your champion had truly put a decent fight." 

"Although he died, I am still satisfied by securing Kumiho's treasures." Erebus said with a pleased 

expression. 

This was the reason he was cool about the loss. The harp was his main target and thankfully Saltz Master 

got it for him. 

It was clear that Saltz Master was given clear instruction to mainly focus on it. 

Saltz Master would have felt like shit if he knew that the Harp he fought to the death for was merely a 

gift that would be used to secure a date with the Sound Primogenitor, Siren. 

Unfortunately, this was the champions' game. The primogenitors were just playing around for the fun of 

it uncaring about their champions' wellbeing. 

If one died, he could easily be replaced by another one. 

Without being asked, Erebus emailed his two treasures to Lady Sphinx while asking casually, "Are you 

planning to participate in the Yearly Primogenitors Custom Games? Based on his performance, he might 

survive it and gain some experience against the elites of each primogenitor." 

Lady Sphinx glanced at Felix, who was getting interviewed by Kayn, and said calmly, "We haven't 

decided yet to let him participate or skip it." 

"I see, well you better participate if you want to secure as many monoliths as possible." Erebus left one 

last remark before disintegrating into light particles. 

Lady Sphinx didn't respond to him as her eyes were still affixed on Felix. 

She already knew that each year the primogenitors hold three types of games that include only the 

champions. 



The games were based on individuals, teams of threes, and teams of five. 

The teams' format games were for primogenitors with multiple champions...So, everyone but her and 

J?rmungandr. Though, it was possible for multiple primogenitors to create a team. 

As for the individual custom game? She truly didn't decide yet on Felix's participation. She knew that the 

primogenitor game didn't allow the use of a surrender coupon. 

So, the moment he ended up in a hopeless situation, he could only die. 

She understood that he would be facing a lot and a lot of those life and death situations in that game. 

After all, the champions participating in the yearly event would be a minimum ranked as peak platinum 

players! 

There would be a presence of Diamond-Ranked champions! 

Felix had struggled to deal with just Saltz Master. Now imagine a game with a hundred of those 

monsters each with his own element and primogenitor backing him up! 

That's a whole different league! 

Chapter 546: The Yearly Primogenitors' Custom Games! 

"No need to make a decision now, there is still half a year before the event will be held." J?rmungandr 

massaged his neck while saying calmy, "His strength will significantly rise by then." 

"Still, he will lose Asna's emergency tank and would need to either manage his energy efficiently or find 

a method to increase his tank significantly." Lady Sphinx said. 

"Well, there isn't much to manage when his abilities almost empty his tank every time he uses one." 

J?rmungandr sighed, "His abilities belong to primogenitors so his energy would never be enough to 

bring out their full potential unless he reached our level." 

"True." Lady Sphinx tapped her finger on her chin with a thoughtful expression. 

She would be lying if she said that she didn't want Felix to participate in the event. After all, the winner 

in the individual game would be taking everything home with him! 

If the game had 100 champions this entailed that there would be 100 treasures on the line! 

If she managed to get them, it wouldn't be hard to trade a couple of them with monoliths that she was 

collecting. 

Naturally, the champions had their own rewards pool that was specified for their advancement instead 

of those treasures that were useless at their level. 

So, the event was indeed a worthwhile experience. 

After spending a few seconds thinking about it, Lady Sphinx nodded her head and informed, "I have 

decided to create a potion recipe that is specified for Felix only." 



"Why create a new recipe?" J?rmungandr wondered, "Don't you have some potions that could increase 

his energy in your stock?" 

"No, those wouldn't work on him." Lady Sphinx clarified, "If he was still a normal human, then I have the 

perfect potion for him. However, he is now a half-devourer. I need to consider his other heart in the 

recipe lest the potion would end up conflicting with it and cause him a serious double heart attack." 

"I understand." J?rmungandr went quiet for a second and couldn't help but chuckle, "Didn't think you 

will actually go this far for him." 

"I am not." Lady Sphinx said calmly, "I am doing this for myself. If he won, I will be getting tens of 

treasures that will enhance my chances to collect the monoliths. If he lost, he would at least have 

enough strength to survive and try again next year." 

"If I am going to send him to such a difficult game, he would need to be fully prepared." Lady Sphinx 

added, "Plus, he will be paying for the potion." 

"Haha, there it is." J?rmungandr laughed, "Had me fooled for a second that you started gifting stuff." 

"Shut up." Lady Sphinx's lips twitched slightly as she stood up. Then, she teleported away, leaving 

J?rmungandr still laughing on his own. 

*** 

Half an hour later, Felix had just finished showering in the real world and went to sit in his bedroom. 

"Queen, please open up my earnings list and my profile interface." Felix requested as usual. 

//]Winning Wish 

]Total Streaming Revenue (1%): 150 Billion SC(With Taxes) 

] Unique Title: Meteor Strike! 

]Game Points collected solo: 4400 GP // 

"Ohohoho, I guess a lot of humans tuned in for this game." Felix grinned in delight after spotting the 

amount he earned from the streaming revenue. 

Felix knew that it was quite a lot since most viewers were actually watching from a pirate website in the 

dark network or a shared stream like the method the earthling team was using. 

So even if trillions of humans watched the game, he knew that only a small percent were actually payer 

viewers who want to support their idols. 

The SGAlliance was knowledgeable about those 'illegal' methods of watching and still didn't make a 

move to get rid of them since they understood that what matters the most wasn't the money but the 

viewership and interest in the platform. 

Those with money to pay would prefer paying. Those without money? They still wouldn't bother paying 

to watch after the alliance gets rid of the illegal methods. 



Hence, it was better to leave them so SG would always stay as the number one entertainment platform 

in the universe. 

"My game points are a bit low though." Felix scratched his cheek, "I guess it's better to hold off into the 

double GP coupon for now." 

Felix had been planning on using it a couple of times now but he never landed in a game that could help 

him earn a lot of game points while at the same time still focus on the championship. 

Even planetary games weren't that helpful since his opponents always surrender in the first five 

minutes. 

He understood that as long as he keeps holding into it, it would keep getting harder to earn a lot of 

game points due to the difficulty of the upcoming games increasing noticeably. 

For example, in this game, Felix was forced to give up on the loot boxes just to keep his lead steady since 

he knew that he would be aimed at heavily if he dared to go for one. 

"If I collect more than 7000 GP next game, I will use it." Felix decided firmly and requested, "Queen, 

please show my profile." 

//Name of the participant: Unpaid Landlord_6996 

Age: ??? 

Address: ??? 

Integration Level: ??? 

SG Platform: Universal Individual Supremacy Games. 

Rank: Peak-Tier Gold 

Games Played: 008 

Wins: 008 

Loss: 000 

Win streak: 008 (click to obtain rewards) 

Loss Streak: 000 

Eliminations: 061// 

"Next game will definitely have most players from platinum rank." Felix knitted his eyebrows after being 

reminded of his monstrous MMR. 

Krialder was a low platinum player yet he caused so much trouble to everyone. Hell, he almost took care 

of Sensation all by himself. 

In Felix's upcoming game, there were definitely going to be peak-platinum players. 



When compared to the bloodliners' strength, they could wipe the floor clean with newly emerged Origin 

Realm bloodliners! 

"You need to increase your physical strength to a minimum of 35k before considering stepping foot in 

this game." J?rmungandr informed, "Plus your mental defenses need to be adequate. You got lucky in 

this game that Sensation had been taken care of by Erebus' champion. I doubt it will happen again." 

Felix nodded his head in understanding and said with a bitter smile, "I wish nothing more but to enhance 

my mental defenses, but I really don't know how." 

Felix had already used his upgraded access in the network to search for potions capable of helping him 

with this dilemma. 

However, he found only a few potions that weren't meant to be drunk by humans. As for natural 

treasures? 

They were all graded as 'A' and were sold at a minimum of 200 billion SC in private auctions that require 

special invitations. 

Felix had neither of them and even if he had them, he wouldn't consider paying that amount for a 

natural treasure that wouldn't truly upgrade his mental defenses heavily. 

He even asked Lady Sphinx for a potion or a method but she ignored his request. 

When he finally annoyed her with repeated requests, she confessed that she needed to create a new 

recipe for him and that would take too much of her precious time, effort. 

Lastly, he couldn't afford it even if he slaved himself for ten years. 

"Well, I know a way to enhance your mental defenses." J?rmungandr confessed abruptly, startling all of 

them at once. 

"Why didn't you speak sooner?" Lady Sphinx wondered. 

"It wouldn't matter much." J?rmungandr clarified, "Because, it requires having lightning manipulation." 

"Oh? Are you talking about Thor's psychic shield ability?" Lady Sphinx guessed instantly. 

J?rmungandr nodded his head and informed, "I was hoping that he would unlock it as a passive after he 

reaches 75% of his integration, but he unlucky got another. So, the only one to get a pure shield against 

mental abilities was by having lightning manipulation and learning how to create the shield on his own." 

"Is it that good?" Felix asked. 

J?rmungandr's eyelids twitched as he replied, "that drunken bastard was able to counter all my mental 

affecting poisons due to that shield." 

Felix's eyes brightened up after hearing so. A shield that could block even mental affecting poison that 

was far deadlier than normal mental abilities? 

This was an ability that he dreamed of having! 



However, to get it, he needed to awaken Thor and convince him to pass down his lightning 

manipulation. 

Although J?rmungandr was quite confident in Felix's chances to get the manipulation, it was still a big if. 

Who knows if Thor's depression would be so deep he wouldn't even bother to wake up after Felix 

reaches 99%? 

Everything was possible. 

"In a week or two, the shipment that is carrying my lightning bottles will arrive here." Felix nodded his 

head firmly, "I will start preparing for ways to convince elder Thor to pass down his manipulation." 

J?rmungandr waved his hand dismissively and said, "Don't bother yourself with such matters. Just focus 

on your training. Erebus was laughing his ass off after seeing your little black nail." 

"Tch, I still killed his champion didn't I?" Felix grumbled. 

"I am proud of that." J?rmungandr said with a faint smile. 

However, before Felix could feel a spark of joy at hearing that, J?rmungandr gave him his special death 

glare and said, "But what does have to do with your poison manipulation being far behind everyone?" 

"Hehehe, cat got your tongue?" Asna laughed after seeing Felix's stiffened smile. 

Felix acted deaf to her mockery and quickly clicked on his win-streak icon to change the subject. 

After seeing the newly given five coupons, he exclaimed in excitement, "Lucky!" 

Chapter 547: Thor's Memories. 

Felix ignored the other 4 common coupons that he unlocked and focused on the last one. 

//Back to Back Coupon: Allow the user to avoid waiting two months before starting another game.(365 

days before expiring)// 

No wonder he was happy about getting this coupon. The notion of playing two games in a day interval 

or a week was a boon to Felix! 

Although he wouldn't use it right now since his strength wasn't even close to battle in the upcoming 

game, he knew that a day would come when this coupon was going to help out greatly! 

Soon, Felix closed off his profile interface and went to check his emails and reply to Olivia, Grandfather, 

and the rest of his friends who congratulated him on another victory. 

When he was done, he checked the network for his information and closed it after getting pleased by 

the viral news spreading in the Milky Way galaxy. 

The more attention on him, the more coins he would be earning in the games. 

"With this additional 150 billion SC, I have now more than 200 billion SC in my bank account." Felix 

pondered to himself, "I can easily reach the 3rd mark if I used it to purchase grade A natural treasures 

and entered another hibernation, but it's not worth it." 



"Better wait for the expedition's results." 

Felix wasn't in a rush to increase his strength drastically if it meant that he would waste all of his capital 

on it. 

The expedition would be happening somewhat soon. Felix had already given Malak the name of the 

ruins they would be targeting plus most of the information that he knows about it. 

First, the ruins' danger was at tier 4. It was called the Shurima Temple and existing on a deserted planet 

in the Guardian Empire. 

Based on the memories that Asna had extracted from him, this temple was filled with sand element 

natural treasures! 

Most of them were B Grade treasures but it was mentioned in the exploration report that Grade A 

treasures had been excavated as well. 

As for the dangers inside, they were based on sand guardians, mummies, and a sea of flesh-eating bugs 

that would make anyone piss their pants in fright after getting engulfed by them. 

Yet the biggest danger was the traps all over the temple that would get anyone killed by a single 

misstep. 

Felix wasn't worried about Malak and the squad getting killed by those traps since he had watched most 

of the exploration report of these exact ruins. 

An exploration report implied that a squad member had documented the entire exploration by 

recording it with his eyes. 

The Queen would process everything that he saw and place it on his bracelet's memory card. 

Those reports get sold to tv stations or channels to play them for the commoners akin to movies. 

It was a wildly popular genre since watching real people on a dangerous adventure was an entirely 

different experience than watching normal movies. 

Felix had ended up watching a few 'movies of this genre, making it possible for Asna to dig in the 

information and let him take advantage of it fully! 

Naturally, he didn't inform Malak about the traps positions since that would be too peculiar even for 

him. 

But, there was nothing to worry about as he was planning on supervising the expedition with the 

ghosting feature. 

Soon, Felix closed all the holograms and decided to squeeze a half an hour nap to recharge. After he 

wakes up, he was planning on continuing his daily training. 

As long as he wasn't strong enough to walk freely in the universe, the training would never stop! 

*** 

20 days went by in a jiffy... 



Everything was going well for Felix as the moment he received the shipment ten days ago, he began 

integrating 5% every two days and also eating Grade C natural treasure on daily basis. 

Due to his efforts, he managed to reach 97% in his integration, one step away from awakening Thor. 

However, before he awakened him, he needed first to watch the memories that Asna had gathered 

from his essence. 

Currently, he was sitting with his tenants in Asna's bedroom while focusing on a darkened mirror. 

"I am telling you, this is just a waste of time." Asna complained, "The bastard's entire memories were 

just him playing around with females and drinking until he passes out." 

"That's Thor alright." J?rmungandr smiled wryly, "He was a rowdy and beyond alcoholic. He owned the 

most impressive collection of drinks in the entire universe." 

Lady Sphinx laughed softly and said, "While his worshipers proclaimed him as the god of the thunder, he 

was calling himself as the god of alcohol." 

Felix's eyelids twitched after hearing so. 

He could feel that Thor was going to be a handful to deal with unlike J?rmungandr and Lady Sphinx who 

were composed and wise. 

"I still want to see for myself." Felix stressed. 

"Fine!" Asna smacked him in the arm with the remote control and turned to the other side, not wanting 

to rewatch those damned memories again. 

Felix pressed play while massaging his arm. 

This time he wasn't holding a notepad or a pen due to his photographic memory. 

The first thing that appeared on the screen was a smooth white butt, making Felix question his eyes for 

a moment. 

A split second later, loud noisy moans began resounding in Asna's silent bedroom. 

'The hell?' Felix was merely staring speechlessly at the current ongoing orgy in the mirror while Lady 

Sphinx and J?rmungandr were watching casually. 

They didn't seem embarrassed at all like they had seen those sorts of things on hundreds of occasions. 

Only Asna's cheeks had gotten slightly red at the noises but she refused to look at the mirror with them. 

"Nothing useful to see here." Felix coughed while pressing fast-forward button rapidly. 

Due to his enhanced vision, he managed to see that the next scenes were all showing nude parts as well, 

making him not know whether to feel respectful of Thor or curse at him. 

After skipping for about three minutes' worth of memories, Felix finally paused on a scene where Thor 

could be seen sitting in front of a mirror fully clothed. 



He was wearing an exquisite long blue robe that matched well with his fair skin, white thick beard, black 

thin eyebrows, and long wavy black and white hair. It was split from the middle just like Felix's hair. 

He was handsome alright appearing like a dignified man who never takes no for an answer. However, his 

expression seemed a bit downcast while he looked at his reflection in the mirror. 

He brought a big jar of red wine to his mouth and gulped it entirely in less than a second. 

Thud! 

He smashed the jar of wine with the floor and barbed loudly, appearing like he was extremely satisfied 

with the drink. 

Alas, his satisfaction lasted for merely a few seconds before sadness took over again. 

"Yo..u disgust me." Thor pointed his finger at the reflection and spoke with a drunken tone, "Heh, you 

are the only primogenitor to take his breeding job serious..." 

Before he could finish his sentence, the scene ended, changing to another one. 

Felix paused after seeing that both Lady Sphinx and J?rmungandr were showing signs of frustration. It 

seemed like Thor's words had opened an old wound. 

It was about the theory that the primogenitors' entire existence was to populate the universe with 

multiple races that could use elements. 

All of them felt that this theory was the real deal and that their entire meaning and purpose in life was 

to be breeding machines. 

For Thor's memories to be mostly based on his sexual life, it only meant that he spent all of his time on 

finding excitement in sex and booze. 

No wonder he got heavily depressed just like J?rmungandr. 

That was a truly meaningless life and there was no need to prolong it beyond the billions of years that 

he lived. 

Felix clicked play after seeing that Lady Sphinx and J?rmungandr had recovered. 

However, the next scene showed only Thor sitting in the wild under two full moons with tens of wine 

jars lying around him. 

He was doing nothing but sitting with his legs crossed and taking big gulps from a jar in his hand. 

The atmosphere was serene, allowing anyone to swim in his own thoughts peacefully. 

This would have been good in some situations but also deadly in other situations. 

In the case of people with severe depression? Being left alone to one's own thoughts was far more 

dangerous than facing a robber. 

At least a robber would merely steal your money...But your own negative thoughts would steal the last 

bit of sanity and makes you agree on decisions that one could never make next to loved ones. 



"Sigh, today is like yesterday and it's definitely going to be the same tomorrow and after tomorrow..." 

Thor murmured while gazing at the moons, "If I am going to live my days in this meaningless loop, then 

what's the point of living?" 

Thor took a big gulp from the wine jar and smacked his lips. Then, he said with a wide sincere smile, 

"Might as well break the loop and free myself." 

The screen went dark immediately after Thor uttered that heartwrenching sentence. Felix and the rest 

could only look at the screen with a gloomy expressions. 

Their reasons for feeling like that might vary but all of them agreed on one point. 

There was nothing worse than seeing someone deciding firmly on suicide and knowing that whatever 

you say would almost make no difference... 

Chapter 548: Awakening Thor! 

"Told you it's not worth watching." Asna snatched the remote control from Felix and turned it into a 

mist just like the mirror. 

Felix didn't reply as the last words of Thor were still resonating in his mind. 

He was told by J?rmungandr that most primogenitors suffered from depression. But only now, did he 

realize how severe their conditions were. 

He saw the pure desolation in Thor's eyes. Like he had nothing left in life to do and was simply spending 

his days living but not feeling alive. 

"Sigh, I truly hope that he would find something to live for after I awaken him." Felix smiled bitterly. 

J?rmungandr patted his shoulder and said, "No worries, unless his heart is completely dead, he will 

definitely remain for revenge after he hears the news about Fenrir." 

Felix still wasn't told completely what had transpired between the factions in the past to move even 

Thor. Regardless, he nodded his head in understanding. 

"I guess it's time to awaken him." Felix exhaled deeply and went outside of his consciousness space. He 

was already sitting in a meditation position, fully prepared for the final integration. 

Since only 3% was left to cover, Felix managed to finish the integration without passing out. 

The first thing he did after he was done was heal himself back up to shape and enter his consciousness 

space, not bothering to even read the information of his newly awakened ability. 

"Did he wake up?" Felix asked while standing beside Lady Sphinx, "Can you sense his presence?" 

Lady Sphinx placed a finger near his mouth, shushing him. A few moments later, she smiled faintly and 

proclaimed, "Thor, you better gather with us here before I drag you out myself." 

Before Felix could raise his head and check his surrounding, he heard a familiar voice resounding from 

everywhere, "Haha, aren't you a bit too impatient my love? I guess you have been missing my departure 

after your brutal rejection of my marriage proposal." 



Before Felix and Asna could react to such a piece of juicy dramatic information, Lady Sphinx made her 

hand into a tiger claw and struck the air in front of her. 

WHOOOSH!! 

The lake rose from its place, sending droplets everywhere! However, no one was focusing on it as their 

eyes were attracted to a misty body that was beginning to construct on Lady Sphinx's palm! 

When it finished, Thor could be seen dangling from his neck that was being tightly clutched by Lady 

Sphinx. 

"Didn't I tell you to never call me my love?" Lady Sphinx tightened her grasp on Thor's neck, making his 

dignified face turn purple instantly. 

"COUGH! COUGH! I give in! I give in!" 

Thor tapped his other hand on Lady Sphinx's extended arm, begging for forgiveness. 

J?rmungandr, Asna, and Felix could only speechlessly watch Thor continue tapping out but Lady Sphinx 

was still unflinching. 

Only after seeing that his electrifying blue eyes were about to roll at the back of his head, did Lady 

Sphinx let go of him and dusted her hands elegantly under the noisy coughing of Thor. 

'She almost killed him after he got revived due to a single comment.' Felix gulped a mouthful, 'She really 

shouldn't be provoked.' 

Lady Sphinx heard his thoughts but didn't bother to deal with him. Instead, she looked down on Thor 

who was still coughing on the ground. 

"As long as you remain here, I don't want to hear your crap." She warned while creating a table and a set 

of chairs next to him. 

"Cough, you are still as aggressive as ever." Thor said with a breathless tone while trying to stand up. 

"You kinda deserve it." J?rmungandr chuckled while walking towards him. 

"You are taking her side? Don't tell me you guys are in a relatio..." 

Smack! 

Before he finished his sentence, his face got smacked by a teacup that was thrown by Lady Sphinx. She 

immediately created another cup and began sipping tea as nothing happen. 

Meanwhile, Thor was left rubbing his white beard with a pained expression. 

"You are truly asking for a beating." J?rmungandr chuckled and gave him a quick bear hug. 

"Where is the fun in life if one isn't walking on a string?" Thor laughed thunderously while patting 

J?rmungandr's back. 

"It's good to see you old snake." Thor said with a smile while breaking off. 

"Likewise, likewise." J?rmungandr smiled as well while staring at him in the eyes. 



Then...there was no then, they started looking at each other like this for a couple of seconds until Thor 

couldn't take it anymore. 

"Old snake, aren't you going to explain this f*cked up situation to me?" Thor asked speechlessly. 

"Oh, I forgot that you weren't given time to read this lad's memories." J?rmungandr extended his hand 

to Felix and introduced, "This is Felix, we are currently residing in his consciousness space." 

"Welcome back elder." Felix said with a respectful tone, not wanting to f*ck up his first impression 

again. 

Alas, Thor completely ignored his existence and dashed towards Asna with a brightened look. 

The moment he reached her, he dropped on one knee and extended one hand elegantly, "I have 

traveled through the cosmos back to back and met with otherworldy goddesses from every race known 

in the matter Universe...Yet! I had yet to meet a woman with such an enchanting beauty like yourself." 

Thor stared deeply at Asna's bewildered eyes and proposed with a firm tone, "Will you marry me?" 

'Is he for real?" Dumbfounded, Felix looked at Asna then at Thor's resolved expression and felt that 

everything was derailing from the script. 

Meanwhile, Asna's thought process was far simpler than Felix's as the moment she broke off her daze, 

she showed a mocking grin and taunted, "Geezer, don't you have any shame to propose to me with your 

age and history with women?" 

J?rmungandr and Lady Sphinx chuckled after seeing Thor's stiffened expression. 

They already knew that Thor would definitely hit on Asna since he couldn't keep it to himself every time 

he sees a beautiful woman. 

However, they still didn't say anything to defend Asna's since they knew that she didn't need anyone's 

protection with that mouth of hers. 

"Haha, I admit that I am quite old." Thor gave a charming smile and said, "In front of true love, age is just 

a number." 

"So as the times I will beat you up if you ever bothered to harass me, geezer." Asna snorted while 

tightening her fist before his face. 

Then, she humphed and went to sit next to Lady Sphinx, not bothering to glance at his pitiful expression. 

"Alright, drop the fake sadness and join us." J?rmungandr patted his shoulder and said, "You tried and 

failed, don't bring this matter ever again." 

"You are truly the worst wingman in the universe." Thor grumbled, "You woke me up impolitely from my 

peacefulness and didn't even bother to prepare a couple of gentle beauties to take care of me." 

"Is this your revenge after smashing your head with Mjolnir at our last fight?" 

J?rmungandr's eyelids twitched after that painful memory was brought back up. If he had to rate his 

worst painful moment, it got to be that final hammer strike. 



"Enough nonsense and sit down." J?rmungandr glared at him in annoyance. 

Thor listened this time and joined them on the round table. Felix swiftly took his seat next to Asna and 

started inspecting Thor's upclose. 

He could see that although he appeared playful and upbeat, he could never hide that deep desolation 

behind his pupil. 

"Since Sphinx didn't let you read this lad's memories, we will fill you up with the situation." J?rmungandr 

mentioned, "I know you are pretty confused." 

"It is indeed a weird gathering." Thor said while looking at Felix, "I didn't expect that two primogenitors 

and one unigin race member would actually willingly gather in a human's consciousness space." 

"I am not that bored to explain everything from the start." J?rmungandr informed, "Read his memories 

in your free time. For now, I want to let you know that the scum from the Darken Faction had made a 

move on brother Fenrir after our final battle." 

Immediately after Thor heard so, his entire demeanor had been changed to solemn and dignified. 

"What happened?" He asked with a serious tone. 

J?rmungandr slowly filled him with everything that Lady Sphinx had informed him. 

From the primogenitors breaking the pact due to the illusion primogenitor to the ambush on Fenrir by 

the Darken faction members. 

This information didn't just shock and startle Thor but also Felix as he never heard about the ambush 

before! 

'An Iceball with the size of a star...Don't tell me, he is talking about the tourist attraction, Crystal Star??!' 

Felix exclaimed in his mind in disbelief after realizing the many connections between Fenrir's 

hibernation protocol and one particular tourist attraction in the Bloodstream Galaxy! 

How could it not be a phenomenal attraction when it appeared exactly like a crystal ball made out of 

glass but had the size of a star? 

Felix had heard plenty of good things about this tourist attraction and he was always planning to check it 

out in his previous life. 

But after hearing that the Ice Primogenitor was sealed within? He made an oath to never approach it! 

Being nearby a live primogenitor in the real world was the same as asking for a swift death! Just a single 

random breath from Fenrir would turn Felix into an ice statue! 

'God knows what will happen to all the people near the crystal star after he wakes up.' Felix dreaded just 

the thought of it! 

Chapter 549: The First Ever Experiment on Dual Elementalist! 

"We really messed up badly..." Thor covered his eyes as he sighed in dejection and guilt. 



Just like J?rmungandr, he also expected that the darken faction members would off themselves after 

seeing them in the pact meeting. 

They could see that they were truly depressed since it was almost impossible to hide such strong 

emotion in front of the primogenitors. 

So, they were certain that Fenrir wouldn't have any trouble with the Darken faction after they were 

gone. 

But who would have anticipated that the Illusion Primogenitor would mess everything up? 

"We did." J?rmungandr nodded his head and said firmly, "But, now that we are awake, we need to have 

Fenrir's back. If it wasn't for him, our descendants would have been completely wiped out from 

existence." 

"That goes without saying." Thor's eyes started sparkling with lightning charges as he asked, "What do 

you need from me?" 

J?rmungandr glanced at the silent Felix and said calmly, facing Thor, "We need your lightning 

manipulation." 

"Uhm?" Thor eyed J?rmungandr for a second then at Felix. 

He looked at him closely for a short moment then turned to J?rmungandr and said, "No wonder, I didn't 

sense any poisonous presence from you. You already gifted your manipulation to this human." 

"I did." J?rmungandr shrugged his shoulders, "Many things happened that pushed me to make that 

decision and I don't regret it." 

J?rmungandr said with a confident tone, "He might be a human but he has the best potential in the 

entire universe...Potential to reach far higher than even us!" 

"For real?" 

Thor was a bit taken back as he didn't anticipate that the strict and composed J?rmungandr actually 

harbor so much trust and confidence in a mere human. 

In fact, even Felix didn't know that! 

He would be lying if he said that he wasn't feeling overjoyed by J?rmungandr's expectations of him. 

"I don't know how did this human charmed you to behave like this but I am not planning on giving up on 

my lightning manipulation that easily." Thor said calmly with his arms crossed. 

No one found his reaction odd since a perfect manipulation couldn't be taken back by the giver anytime 

he pleased. 

It was a one-time deal, a one-time bestowal for anyone. 

This meant, the moment it was taken from Felix by another one, he would also never have the chance to 

own that gift again. 



"First, why do you think that giving my lightning manipulation to this human would help us deal with 

Darken faction? And second, isn't impossible to host multiple manipulations?" Thor asked. 

"Didn't I say it before?" J?rmungandr smiled faintly, "He had the potential to grow stronger than any 

primogenitor. You know that primogenitors' battles always end with one successfully escaping." 

"True." Thor agreed. 

"Since it's impossible for us to kill them then we can only help someone gain enough strength that could 

absolutely overpower them." J?rmungandr smirked, "With this lad's unique situation that turned him 

into the perfect candidate to host multiple manipulations, It was doable!" 

It turned out that J?rmungandr wasn't planning to simply train Felix so he could humiliate the darken 

faction's members' champions in the games but actually had a far greater purpose!! 

It made total sense to aim at slaying those three primogenitors with all the opportunities that Felix 

owned! 

The half-devourer heart would allow him to reach physical strength that far surpassed the 

primogenitors. 

Meanwhile, his multiple elements manipulations would give him hundreds of ways to block the 

primogenitors from escaping when shit gets dirty! 

If he was lucky enough and had received other gifts or opportunities then it wasn't a farfetched fantasy 

for Felix to slay primogenitors with his bare hands! 

'If elder truly helped me to reach that level of strength, then taking care of his enemies would be my 

first priority.' Felix made a firm decision in his mind. 

J?rmungandr smiled faintly after hearing his thoughts. But he didn't address them since these matters 

were in the far future. 

"I can see that you are pretty confused." Lady Sphinx suggested, "Why don't you take an hour to read his 

memories and see what happened? It will clear your thoughts and understand what J?rmi is talking 

about." 

Thor agreed at once as he was indeed pretty confused by J?rmungandr's confidence in Felix. 

In his eyes, a human shouldn't possibly have such a monstrous potential that transcended even their 

pure descendants. 

Primogenitors, Unigin, and other few beings at the top chain were supposed to be untouched by those 

below them. 

It was simply impossible for even the most talented being in the universe to reach their social status. 

Dragons, Devourers, and couple more races might possess enough strength to contest against a 

primogenitor, but it didn't mean that they had a chance to defeat them. 

Yet, a human, a race at the bottom of the food chain with beasts and such, had such a potential to 

achieve so? 



Thor had to see it with his own eyes to believe it! 

And so he did...For the next two hours, he went through most of Felix's important memories and 

discussed them with the primogenitors, exclaiming once in a while after seeing something that intrigued 

him. 

Like the fact that Felix was a half-devourer or the merge of Asna and Felix's souls. 

Naturally, the subject of multiple timelines was brought up but it was shrugged by Lady Sphinx, changing 

it in an instant. 

If one of the most knowledgeable beings in the universe refused to share information about the 

existence of multiple timelines, then they could only drop it for now. 

I have to admit that I am starting to see your vision. If we can't deal with them at our peak then it's best 

that we dedicate our efforts to build a monster that will do so." Thor said with a convinced tone, "It 

might take thousands of years to millions for him to reach that level but all we have is unlimited time." 

"That's the plan." J?rmungandr said. 

"So am I supposed to bestow him now?" Thor shrugged his shoulders, "I don't mind doing so since I will 

be returning to the embrace of the death with it or without it." 

Felix truly felt hopeless after seeing that the J?rmungandr had the same resolved look as in Thor's eyes 

after he said so. 

He understood that the only reason the J?rmungandr was still lingering on was to deal with the Darken 

faction for revenge. 

The moment he finishes that task, he wouldn't hesitate to say his goodbyes. 

Felix knew that it was a farfetched fantasy that the J?rmungandr would actually change his mind in 

merely less than two years of hanging out with them. 

If it was so easy to cure depression, it wouldn't have taken so many lives. 

"You guys are truly too stubborn." Lady Sphinx shook her head at their undying suicidal thoughts and 

informed, "His strength isn't enough to host two manipulations now. I still need to run some side 

simulations to see how exactly will his body react with multiple manipulations." 

"What do I need to do?" Felix asked with a solemn tone. 

In his eyes, if he couldn't help J?rmungandr with his internal crisis then he could at least help him out 

with the external issues that he was facing. He would make sure to take it as seriously as possible. 

"Visit the lab tomorrow, I need an updated version of your body to work with." Lady Sphinx warned, 

"Don't attempt to either etch an ability or advance to the 3rd stage of replacement with another 

bloodline for now." 

"Uhm why?" Felix wondered, "Isn't better to etch an ability to increase my strength even further before 

hosting the 2nd manipulation?" 



"It will add another variable and makes it extra difficult to find a perfect method to help you host both 

manipulations." Lady Sphinx clarified, "Your physical strength being tough is merely the minimum 

requirement to start the experiments. The real deal comes after you survive the first few seconds of the 

bestowal when the lightning inscriptions began carving themselves on your body and on the poison 

inscriptions." 

While Asna and Felix were somewhat confused, J?rmungandr and Thor were nodding their heads in 

understanding. 

"You still remember the test that was carried by the Light primogenitor and the Gems Primogenitor?" 

Thor asked the J?rmungandr. 

J?rmungandr nodded his head, "How could I forget? They were the first primogenitors to test out the 

theory that one individual couldn't hold more than one elemental manipulation." 

J?rmungandr still remembered to this day how the Gems Primogenitor had decided to free himself from 

his eternity. 

He was the first one to take such a decision, hundreds of millions of years before the pact meeting. 

Because of that, it was brought up to the primogenitors' attention and they decided to ask him to try 

and bestow his gift upon one of his descendants. 

They always wanted if it was doable and the possibilities behind it. 

For example, whether they would still possess it after giving it or it would be gone forever and if they 

could get it back...etc. 

The Gem Primogenitor found no reason to reject...He was going to die anyway. 

So, under the gathering of almost all primogenitors in the universe, the first non-primogenitor with 

perfect elemental manipulation was born. 

Before The Gem Primogenitor had offed himself, he allowed Lady Sphinx to experiment on him and his 

descendant to clear off all of their inquires. 

Before the tests could be concluded, the Light Primogenitor had proposed to join the experiment as well 

under the shocked primogenitors...He was the 2nd Primogenitor to fall to the temptation of mind 

freedom. 

His fall marked the break of every primogenitors' mentality in that gathering...J?rmungandr didn't know 

what the others were thinking but he remembered exactly what his thoughts. 

Am I next?... 

Chapter 550: Thor's Peak Active Ability! 

After the Light Primogenitor joined the experiment, they found out that it was instant death to anyone 

going for multiple perfect manipulations. 

The worst part? The moment that descendent died, both the light and Gems elemental manipulations 

were forever lost! 



They weren't bestowed to another and died with the owner! They didn't even return to the original 

primogenitors. 

Till this point in time, there was no presence of an individual with either of those perfect manipulations. 

With those disheartening results, the gathering was concluded, leaving every primogenitor more 

depressed than ever. 

That's because they firmly believed that for the perfect elemental manipulations to be completely lost 

only meant that the universe found that their existence didn't matter much to the grand scheme of 

things. 

If they had such an important role then after the original primogenitor died, another one was supposed 

to get the same gift and return the balance as it was...Alas, that never happened. 

"It's going to be different this time." J?rmungandr confirmed with an assertive tone while eyeing Felix. 

Thor and Lady Sphinx also turned to look at Felix, making him nod his head with a resolved expression, "I 

will make sure to do my best." 

"We know you will." J?rmungandr smiled and waved his hand at him, "You can go leave now. Make sure 

to arrive at Sphinx's lap as fast as possible." 

Felix nodded his head and exploded into a cloud of mist. 

The moment he opened his eyes, he heard Thor's voice in his mind, "Kiddo, make sure to buy me that 

bracelet thingy. I want to get a taste of this Era's ladies and booze, hehe...F*ck! Why are you hitting me 

with a teacup again!" 

"Go be disgusting somewhere else." Lady Sphinx threatened him, "Every time you mention anything 

about your disgusting lifestyle, you can expect a teacup on your way." 

"Sphinx! I have been gentle with you because of your beauty! But if you dare throw another cup at me, I 

swear I will...Argh! You are dead!" 

A second after Thor's latest roar, a whimper followed after, "Stop! Stop! You will break my neck!!! I give 

in!" 

"That's more like it." Lady Sphinx snorted. 

Throughout the entire interaction, Felix merely kept imagining the scene in his mind while staring at the 

ceiling with a deadpan expression. 

He was too scared to think badly of any of them lest he ends up getting beaten by Lady Sphinx. 

She might seem like the most composed of them all but in reality, her aggression trampled above all! 

She was truly like a mother to a bunch of unruly children... 

*** 

Half an hour later... 



Felix had been escorted safely to Lady Sphinx's castle by the city's garrison. 

The moment he entered the lab, he got touched by Lady Sphinx then sent away after she created a 

perfect copy of his body. 

Felix returned to the academy since he had a class in an hour. 

On his way to the campus, Felix finally decided to check on the peak active ability that he unlocked after 

the situation returned to normal. 

A few moments later, Felix opened his eyes with a clear agitation written all over his face. His heartbeats 

started to accelerate while his breaths were getting a bit heavy. 

'How is it possible for an ability like this to exist?!' He exclaimed in his mind while rereading the 

information twice to confirm that he wasn't seeing things. 

'Hehe, that's my greatest accomplishment in lightning manipulation.' Thor boasted while gulping down a 

vodka bottle like water. 

A second later, he threw the empty bottle away and shouted, "It's too tasteless! All the alcohol in your 

memories tastes like crap.' 

Well, what did he expect? Felix only drunk earthling alcohol and cheap products in the UVR. 

Compared to the collection that Thor possessed, they were naturally going to taste like dodo water. 

'Elder, I will take you to a premium bar after I leave the classroom.' Felix offered politely. 

'Now we are talking.' Thor wiped his stained beard with his long sleeve and wondered, 'Are there going 

to be girls?' 

'Yes, plenty of them.' Felix coughed. 

'Hehe, let's wingman each other.' 

Lady Sphinx and Asna rolled their eyes at him and focused on their own matters, not wanting to 

associate themselves with this bad news, unlike Felix who seemed pretty eager. 

Why wouldn't he be? 

He had felt that Thor was freer in his thoughts and desires unlike J?rmungandr or Lady Sphinx who were 

almost always strict with him. 

So, he knew that he would hit it off with him instantly. This would help him a great deal when he asks 

for advice on his lightning manipulation. 

Just like now, as he took advantage of Thor's good mood and inquired, 'Elder, May I know how does 

Electric Transmutation work?' 

This was the peak active ability that he unlocked. Felix already knew that it was the 2nd best ability of 

Thor since Size Manipulation had to be number 1. 



Because it was impossible to unlock the same ability twice, he managed to unlock electric 

transmutation. 

Although it was Thor's 2nd best ability, Felix felt that it was going to be one of the best abilities to ever 

own! 

That's because it allowed Thor to transmute himself into electricity and lightning! 

This wasn't even the best part! It was actually able to transmute other objects into useable electricity! 

This was the reason why Felix was shocked and in disbelief, he didn't think that lightning element was 

capable of such a feat. 

'Elements are a sea of possibilities and only those who studied them thoroughly could they find them 

all.' Thor spoke cooly while supporting his head with his palm, 'It took me tens of millions of years to 

create electric transmutation. Its concept is simple, just transmute anything you touch into electricity. 

But the theory behind it almost drove me mad.' 

'That was an understmatement.' J?rmungandr chuckled, 'I still remember how you came begging to 

show you my own poison transmutation ability.' 

'Stop spewing nonsense, you are ruining my reputation before goddess Asna.' 

Thor glared at J?rmungandr, uncaring about Asna who was flipping him a finger from tens of meters 

away. 

J?rmungandr laughed and didn't interject anymore in their conversation. 

'Listen well kiddo, the elemental energy is split into three types.' Thor extended three fingers in the air 

and spoke cooly, 'The first one is the elemental energy such as water energy, fire energy, earth 

energy...etc. This is the most common and used energy in the universe.' 

'The second one is the purest form of energy, purified elemental energy. I believe goddess Asna was 

using this to fuel your tank in your games.' 

Felix nodded his head in acknowledgment. 

'The 3rd and the last one is natural elemental energy.' Thor spread his hands and said, 'It's everywhere, 

and it's the origin of the other two branches. There could be no fire, water, lightning types of energies 

without natural energy. That's because the environment is the one that transforms the natural energy 

into elemental energy.' 

'For example, the natural energy would transform into magma-based energy in a volcanic environment. 

It would also transform into Ice-based energy in mountains peaks. You get the point.' 

'In addition, most lifeforms are made from souls and natural energy. I believe that you humans are also 

made from natural energy.' 

Felix's eyes widened in surprise as he never heard of such a thing before in the network. 

Everyone was under the impression that elemental energy was the only one in the universe related to 

elements. 



That's because no one managed to use natural energy that didn't have an element attached to it. As for 

everyone being made out of natural energy? 

He felt that it made sense since it seemed like natural energy was the most flexible and encompassing 

energy in the universe. 

Although it made sense, he still didn't have a clue what this had to do with Electric Transmutation 

ability. 

'Don't be hasty, I am getting there.' Thor disclosed, 'Since physical bodies and objects are made out of 

natural energy, then the transmutation simply transforms them into their base form then transform 

them into lightning energy.' 

'Only then could you get transformed into elemental lightning or electricity while still having your soul 

and consciousness connected!' 

'For real?' 

Felix was left astounded by the logic behind it as he never expected it to be this way. 

The logic behind the ability simply implied that for one to return to his own base form, he needed to 

reverse the process. 

From physical to natural energy then to elemental energy to finally electricity, fire, wind...etc 

This way, Felix could successfully turn himself into a lightning bolt and still feel everything since his soul 

was still connected! 

Soon, Felix realized that by using electric transmutation, he wouldn't just be able to transform himself 

but also travel through electronic devices, wires, and anything that uses electricity as an energy source! 

In addition, he could also travel through thunderstorms as a lightning bolt at a godly speed! 

Whenever he runs out of energy, he could simply do the entire process on objects and absorb the 

lightning created as an end result! 

All of this was in a single ability! 

Without needing Thor to continue explaining the ability, Felix had already made the decision to etch this 

ability in his human bloodline! 

It was just too good to be true and god knows how long it would take him to reach that level in his 

lightning manipulation and create it on his own. 

"Sir Felix, we have arrived." 

Felix's thought process was broken by the soldier's announcement. 

"Thank you for the ride gentlemen." Felix nodded his head in appreciation at the escorting crew and 

walked away towards the campus's backdoor. 

The moment he stepped foot inside and was met with the sight of tens of beauties walking by, Thor 

immediately exclaimed, "They are even prettier than in the memories." 



Before Felix could respond, Thor asked with a serious tone, "Are there going to be college girls in the 

bars tonight?" 

 


